
VIRTUAL
GUIDE



Canadiano has been reborn and now is modern, cozy and attentive to the
needs of today's travelers. Located in the museum quarter, in the historic
center of Ponta Delgada, Candiano | Urban Nature Hotel is within walking
distance of the main attractions to visit in Ponta Delgada, whether for a
cultural and artistic itinerary, with an emphasis on the Carlos Machado
Museum, or for an idyllic tour in Jardim José do Canto, a colorful
experience at Mercado da Graça, or a walk along the seafront on the
promenade. With a perfect location, it is the ideal starting point for an
unforgettable trip to São Miguel, with the comfort and convenience of a
private parking.



We offer an early check-out breakfast!



Day Use Downtime: possibility of using a room for half a day
(designed for a rest afternoon, or a stopover in the city before a big
trip or meeting with the comfort of a room)

Working Pack: Usage of the Living Room with free Wi-Fi, coffee or
drink, snack and parking

Meeting Day: Schedule your meetings with us in a program that
streamlines your schedule with complete security. It includes a
welcoming service at reception, drinks or coffees and finger foods
designed for 6 to 8 participants. Includes parking.

Conference / Workshop: rental of the Aldeão’s Restaurant room with
desired layout (in U, in School-layout, Conference-mode) ensuring
the guiding security measures of the DGS. Includes TV or projector
and screen or other audiovisual media (sound systems, etc.)

  

Our Business Center offers packages that make
any working afternoon uncomplicated with Wi-Fi,
document support (stationery, pen, file, water)
with the advantage of location in the city center
and private parking.

 



Our reception and bar team is available 24 hours to help you book
activities or rent a car, they are happy to provide you with our light meals
and hot drinks carefully thought out for you.



12 King Garden View
20 Twin Garden View
8 Twin Street View
8 Triple Garden View
2 Junior Suite



Air conditioning Free Wi-Fi throughout the hotel 

 Smart TV
 

Electric kettleMini bar

Safe with charging socket
Luggage rack



Universal plugs USB plugs

Reading lights



Walk-in shower

Shampoo/shower gel

Liquid soap and body lotion

WC



In Canadiano, we motivate our guests to reuse towels

Hair dryer



All rooms have a balcony 

MirrorWelcome tea



We are pet friendly!

We offer a drinker and a food bowl, complimentary cookies, a blanket and a bed.

We have pet parking to be used upon check-in.

An additional fee will be charged per animal, per night to be paid in the amount of 25,00€. Any

damages caused to the accommodation and property will be responsibility of their owners.



We want our guests to enjoy the Azores completely!
That is why we provide towels free of charge  that
they can take to beaches, swimming pools or any
thermal water.

If you are a yoga practitioner, let us know!

We provide the mat free of charge.



We invested in the details of photography by Rui Soares, gathered with
João Rei's art and the acacia frames by Ricardo Pereira, making
Canadiano more welcoming and authentic.



Aldeão Restaurant combines the Azorean elements of land and sea, for an
experience that awakens the best sensations, perfect for sharing and
tasting flavors from local producers.

 The concept of our menu is "Comfort Food" combining the freshness of
regional products with the unpretentious and relaxing style of cooking
signed by Chef Yves Gautier passionate about the fusion of regional
products and modern cooking techniques.

 Our winery offers a selection of Azorean and national wines chosen to
result with the creations of our Chef, making it a sensory journey that
seeks to be a rich and exciting experience for true lovers of tasting
authentic flavors and tastes, without haste, respecting local producers,
inspired by the Slow Food concept.



We finish our visit on the terrace that allows us to enjoy the rhythm of Ponta
Delgada city with a cocktail or light meal made by our team!


